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ABSTRACT
A designer is a practical person who confronts visual assignments with a
process of visual creation. The creative process is used to solve practical
problems that occur in any design assignment. However, before one is
ready to solve any problem, one must understand the depth and range
of their design language. If one's understanding of design is limited, then
the range of possible solutions to a problem will be limited.
My thesis aims to broaden and enrich a vocabulary of design through
the study of its essential elements and principles. If we familiarize
ourselves with a multitude of books, we know that there are numerous
ways to interpret the meaning of them. My own interpretation, rather
than reading in a book, appears differently in the form of a CD-ROM that
can illustrate through animation and mouse interaction, or called
self-experiencing. Accordingly, It can enhance the involvement and
experience of the material, thus making the learning more enjoyable
and stimulating.
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RESEARCH
I started researching by surfing on the internet. I found many web sites
that provide information about the basics of design. Mostly, the content is
divided into two categories which are Elements of design and Principles
of design, yet I could not get a clear enough definition of both categories.
Also, their explanation is quite ambiguous. I continued researching in
books which could help and give a better clarification. After all, my
researched document has been refined as following.
The basics of design creation can be divided into two categories :
1 . ELEMENTS OF DESIGN - Whether geometric or organic, all form is
built on basic elements : Point, Line, Plane, Volume, Shape, Size, Color
and Texture. These eight elements are divided into two categories:
Conceptual Elements Point
Line
Plane
Volume
Visual Elements Shape
Size
Color
Texture
2. PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN - In order to form a composition effectively,
designers need to be concerned with these 7 principles:
Balance
Contrast
Repetition
Emphasis
Variety
Concentration
Anomaly
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ELEMENTS OFDESIGN
Two groups of elements are distinguished :
1. Conceptual Elements
Conceptual Elements are point, line, plane and volume. They
seem to be present, yet they do not actually exist. For instance, we can
sense a point at the angle of a shape, or at the meeting of two lines.
There is a line making contour of a plane. There are planes enclosing a
volume. The volume of an object occupies space.
POINT
A point indicates a position in space. It has no length, width, or depth;
therefore, it is static, centralized and directionless. It does not occupy any
area of space. It can serve to mark the beginning and end of a line, the
intersection of two lines, the corner of a plane or volume where the lines
meet and the center of a space.
When point is placed within a visual space, it begins to make its presence
felt, even though, a point theoretically has neither shape nor form.
A point is stable and at rest
when it is at the center of its
surrounding, and is dominating
its field.
When the point is moved
off-center, its field becomes
more aggressive, and visual
tension is created between
the point and its field.
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LINE
A line is created by the moving or extension of a point. It has length, but
it visually expresses the sense of direction, movement and growth.
A line forms a border of a plane.
Lines articulate the surface of planes.
A line has a property of thickness even though it theoretically has only
one dimension. The character of a line is determined by our perception
of its length-width ratio, its contour and its degree of continuity.
The simple repetition of elements can represent a line which has
significant texture qualities.
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PLANE
When a line moves in a direction other than its intrinsic direction, its path
becomes a plane. A plane has length and width, but no depth. It is
created by a contour of a line.
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Because perspective foreshortening alters the way we perceive shapes,
we can only see the accurate shape when viewed from the front.
A plane defines the external limits or boundaries of a volume.
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VOLUME
When a plane moves in a direction other than its intrinsic direction, its
path becomes a volume. A volume has three dimensions: length, width
and depth. It is enclosed by planes.
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The book, "Architecture - Form, Space and
Order"
written by Francis D.K.
Ching, has summarized the properties of point, line, plane and volume
as following.
As the prime generator of form, the
POINT indicates a position in space.
A point extended becomes a
LINE with properties of:
length
direction
position
1D
A line extended becomes a
PLANE with properties of:
length and width
shape
surface
orientation
position
2D
A plane extended becomes a
VOLUME with properties of:
length, width and depth
form and space
surface
orientation
position
3D
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2. Visual Elements
A drawn object consists of visible lines. These literal markings
represent lines that are conceptual. A line can always be measured by
length as well as width. Its color and texture can be described in infinite
ways, depending on the materials and techniques used in making them.
When we begin to actualize a conceptual element by drawing on paper,
the idea becomes visible with its own shape, size, color, and texture.
These elements emerge the most critical part of a design because they
are what we actually see.
SHAPE
An outline of a figure or the surface of a volumetric form defines the shape
of an object. Shape is key in recognizing, identifying, and categorizing
figures and forms. Our eyes and mind can distinguish even minuscule
differences in shape. Our discerning of shapes is aided or hindered by
the amount of contrast between the contour of a figure and its ground.
With too little contrast, an object can be lost.
The way we perceive
a composition has a
lot to do with the way
we distinguish positive
and negative shapes.
There is always a
relationship between
the two. Positive shapes
are perceived as figures.
Negative shapes provide
a background for the
figures.
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SIZE
Length, width and depth join to form the size of a physical object. The
relationship between these dimensions of a single object and its
surrounding space or objects determine how we value the size of the
object and the size of the environment.
Another way to value the size of
an object is to measure its
length or height. A measurement
can give us an understanding of
size proportional to the established
guidelines such as the inch. Scale,
however, can only be gauged by
its relativity to other forms.
COLOR
Color has a big impact on the way we distinguish an object from its
background. It also affects the weight of a form. A single color is made
up of a hue, a neutral, and a tone.
The properties of color have been identified by three attributes:
Hue - Hue is the pure state of the color. It is unmixed with any white or
black value and tones. The name of the color such as red, blue or yellow
represents the meaning of Hue.
Value - Value is controlled by the amount of
white or black in a color. A gray scale gradient
can be used as a guideline to judge the value of
a color. A hue may be modified by other colors
or white in order to achieve various tones.
If a color is absent of any hue it is called
achromatic. It will be grey.
white
high light
light
low light
middle
high dark
dark
low dark
black
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Intensity - A color that is bright, pure and absent of black or white is
considered intense or saturated. Intensity or saturation gives a color a
sense of brightness or dullness. A color that is fully saturated is unmixed
and pure. A color that is dull or not intense has been mixed with either
white, black, or its compliment. Pure grey is the result of a completely
unsaturated color. A bright red strawberry is an example of color
saturation. This makes intensity similar to value.
TEXTURE
Texture refers to the surface characteristics of a shape. This may be
described as smooth or rough, plain or decorated, matt or glossy, soft or
hard, and may appeal to the sense of touch as much as to sight. Texture
can be classified into two attributes: visual texture and tactile texture.
Visual Texture
Visual texture is 2D but it can give the illusion of 3D and tactility. For
example, a car's coat of paint has facets and sparkles when looked at
closely, but it is still perfectly smooth to the touch. This visual texture is
a pattern that conforms to the shape of an object. It adds the feeling of
dimension without actually altering the terrain of a surface.
Tactile Texture
Tactile texture, on the other hand, does alter the terrain of an object while
it rises above the surface. A piece of carpet or a piece of steel wool is a
good example of this kind of texture. Not only can you see the cracks,
crevices, and irregular continuities, but also you can feel them by hand too.
Technically, every surface has a tactile relief since we can sense them
with our touch. All paper has tactility, the smooth and the rough. If you
paint a flat design on a piece of paper, there may not be visual texture,
but there will always be the tactile texture of the paint and the paper.
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PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN
A designer commands conceptual elements and visual elements
to create a composition that is understandable and unified. In design,
there are common rules and principles that can be educated from an
expert or studied in a book. These aid a designer in his work, but perhaps
the most important tool in the creation of visual organization is something
a bit more intuitive - sensitivity to the relations of visual elements and
personal taste. Of course a good knowledge of the rules will enhance his
capabilities.
CONTRAST
According to the book entitled "Principles of Two-Dimensional Design",
written by Wucius Wong, the meaning of contrast has been defined
as following:
"Contrast happens all the time, although its presence may be
overlooked.There is contrast when a form is surrounded by blank
space. There is contrast when a straight line meets a curve. There
is contrast when one form is much bigger than another. There is
contrast when vertical and horizontal directions coexist.
Contrast is just a kind of comparison whereby differences are made
clear. Two forms can be found similar in certain aspects and different
in other aspects. Their differences become emphasized when
contrast takes place. "
The presence of contrast is all around us: There are sweet vs sour,
hot vs cold, rainy vs dry, fun vs boring, blissful vs painful, etc.
Contrast can be extreme or subtle, blatant or faint, simple or complex.
An object might seem small when it is in one location while is enormous
in a different location. It is always relative to its environment.
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Contrast of Visual and Relational Elements
The use of contrast with respect to each of the visual and relational
elements can be classified as following:
Contrast ofShape - The contrast of shape has many facets. There
are several ways in which one can discern or create contrast in shapes.
Shapes can be described in so many ways. One way to start is to compare
geometric qualities with organic ones. Other examples of contrastable shape
qualities are curve vs rectangular, plane vs linear, symmetrical vs
asymmetrical, simple vs complex, distorted vs undistorted, etc. (Fig. a)
Contrast of size - This is much more straightforward. This
compares nothing more than size. Planar forms are either big or small while
linear forms are either long or short. (Fig. b)
Contrast of color- Colors can be contrasted by different degrees
of hue, brightness, purity, warmth, etc. (Fig. c)
Contrast of texture - Texture is often qualified by comparing
smooth vs rough, fine vs course, even vs uneven, matt vs gloss, etc. (Fig. d)
Contrast ofDirection - Objects that are perpendicular to each
other mark a severe contrast in direction. So do parallel objects that are
facing each other. There are degrees of contrast depending on how much
these objects oppose each other. (Fig. e)
Fig. a
Fig.b
Fig. c Fig.d
Fig. e
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BALANCE
According to the book entitled "Design through Discovery", written by
Marjorie Elliott Bevlin, the meaning of balance is described as following:
"The absence of balance will usually be noticeable, and its removal
can be catastrophic. If we remove the lowest card in a house of
cards or the first domino in a line, the structure collapses. The lack
of balance in composition is equally unsettling, making us feel
vaguely uneasy. Of course, this may be the designer's intent, in
which case it is perfectly valid. More often, however, the artist
wishes to achieve balance."
Balance of Shape
Balance of Shape can be subdivided into three types:
- Symmetrical balance : If you divide the composition of an
object in half and the two sides mirror each other, symmetry is achieved.
This is also called bilateral or "two-sided" symmetry. A symmetrical
composition has a calming affect with its sense of stability.
- Asymmetrical balance : Asymmetrical balance will have
equal weight on either side of the divide, but the two halves will not mirror
each other. The forms are distributed differently.
- Radial balance is when several elements radiate and point
outward from the same source at even increments of degrees. An
example of this is the spokes of a ferris wheel.
Balance of Value
A balance of value is determined by the distribution of lights and
darks in a composition. Darks have a stronger weight than lights, so
larger areas of lights may be necessary as a counterweight to a dark area.
Balance of Texture
Like value, degrees of texture carry different weight. A large
area of a rough texture can be balanced by a much smaller smooth area.
Perhaps, the opposite holds true too.
Balance of Color
Warm colors carry more weight than cool colors, for instance,
the sky on a sunny day. A bright ball of yellow against a vastness of blue
displays a good balance. If we try to imagine a bright yellow sky with a
small ball of blue, we see that the blue would be lost and no balance
would be achieve between the two.
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REPETITION
According to the book entitled "Principles of Two-Dimensional Design",
written by Wucius Wong, the meaning of repetition has been defined
as following:
"When a design is composed of a number of forms, those that are of
identical or similar forms, those that are of identical or similar shapes
are "unit forms" which appear more than once in the design. "
Unit forms have a unifying effect on a composition. They are present in
almost every design. Sometimes they are obvious, but other times they
may require careful scrutiny and observation to pick out. There may also
be multiple sets of unit forms in one piece. For the best unifying effect,
a unit form should be simple. If not, a single form may not lend itself to
its neighboring forms.
Repetition of Unit forms
A simple way to add impact to a design is by repeating or multiplying an
element thus creating unit forms. Unit forms can add a feeling of harmony
to a composition creating a visual rhythm. When the unit forms are large
and few, the design is simple and bold; when the forms are small, a
uniform pattern or texture may emerge.
Type of Repetition
Repetition of Shape - Shape is the most important element.
Repetitive shapes can have different sizes, colors, etc.
Repetition of Size - In order to achieve the repetition of size,
the shapes should be repetitive or similar.
Repetition of Color - This does not concern shape or size. It
means that all forms have similar colors.
Repetition of Texture - This does not concern shape, size, or
color. A texture is repeated for a harmonious effect.
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EMPHASIS
In a good composition, there is an element that stands out from the rest
either by its position, intensity, color, size, etc. It is the emphasis of the
piece and it serves to break monotony. It may call attention to itself by
being the brightest or the warmest resulting in a focal point or climax to
a work. It is a good place to make a statement or deliver a punch line.
(Fig. A)
Fig. A : Francisco Goya.
Executions of the Third ofMay,
1808. 1814-1815. Oil on canvas,
8'9"
x 13'4". Prado, Madrid.
^^ ^'^
Fig. B : Pablo Picasso. The Maids
ofHonor ( Las Meninas ) .1 957.
Oil on canvas,
6'43/8"
x 8'61/4B.
VARIETY
The relation between variety and unity are described in a book entitled
"Design Through
Discovery"
by Marjorie Elliott Bevlin as following:
"A composition that lacks of any unifying element will nearly always
seem chaotic and haphazard. A composition that is totally unified,
without the relief of variety, will nearly always be boring. These two
overriding principles of design, unity and variety, are like two sides
of the same coin.
"
Unity and variety depend on each other. Unity gives structure to variety
while variety gives more interest within unity. A balance must be achieved
between these two aspects - unification within diversity, otherwise, chaos
or diversity will prevail. However, this chaos sometimes can be the
artist's intention. (Fig. B)
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CONCENTRATION
According to the book entitled "Principles of Two-Dimensional Design",
written by Wucius Wong, the meaning of concentration has been
described as following:
"Concentration refers to a way of distribution of unit forms which
may be thickly gathered in certain areas or thinly scattered in other
areas of a design. The distribution is usually uneven and informal,
sometimes with one place of thickest gathering or thinnest scattering
which becomes the center of interest."
There are many examples of concentration around us. For instance, if we
take a full box of cereal and pour its contents onto the floor, the center of
the mess will be the highest concentration or the thickest area. The
concentration thins as we move outward from the center. Another
example is an ant colony. The center of the ant hill is the most dense,
and the amount of ants thin the further away we go in any direction.
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ANOMALY
According to the book entitled "Principles of Two-Dimensional Design",
written by Wucius Wong, the meaning of anomaly has been described
as following:
"Anomaly is the presence of irregularity in a design in which
regularity still prevails. It marks a degree of departure from the
general conformity, resulting in slight or considerable interruption
of the overall discipline. Sometimes anomaly is just a singular
element among uniform organization.
"
There are many examples of anomaly around us: the spoon in a bowl of
cereal, a stain in a rug, an old temple among modern skycrapers, etc. In
design, the use of anomaly should be intentional. These are the reasons:
To attract attention - Anomaly has the power to grab attention
and create an emphasis or focal point. In order to do so, it must be used
modestly and in key areas.
To relieve monotony - To avoid monotony or boredom in a work,
anomaly can be used to create vibration or motion. These areas should
be carefully plotted in order to achieve the greatest effect.
To break down regularity- Regularity can be broken down by
just a minor change. As the shown illustration below, more variety is
introduced without disrupting the unity.
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Case Studies on Interactivity Design
Other than researching design principle's essentials, I explored many
useful web sites and an interactive CD-ROM which provided me ideas on
how one message could be conveyed or translated through mouse's
interaction.
One impressive case is the "DOTS" project, one of the winners for
interactive design annual on the Communication Arts magazine. It was
created by Soojeong Kim and Sunyoung Moon. "This digital kinetic drawing
device allows subtle interaction with symbolic geometry; the images
created within it are the manifestation of mathematical rules and random
interaction. It facilitates the smooth operation of basic graphic elements
within the grammar of a computer language and produces results which
mimic the state of the natural world. Nine interactive games, with abstract
sounds sequenced for a variety of movements, alter their forms based on
the user's mouse movements..." www.commarts.com/CA/interactive/caiOO
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The following are case studies on web sites.
www.icilalune.com
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PROCEDURE
The procedure of my thesis can be described into 2 main levels:
CONSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURE
PRODUCTIONAL PROCEDURE
CONSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURE
Before creating the actual production, I analyzed all the content and
followed through an interactive design methodology.
1. Architecting Information
After gathering all the needs information, I started to create a framework
for the content by organizing the information into a structure and
constructing an information architecture flowchart. I divided the content
into 2 main categories; elements of design and principles of design.
The elements of design section was classified into 2 categories;
conceptual elements and visual elements. Point, line, plane and volume
are considered conceptual elements, whereas shape, size, color and
texture are considered visual elements. Each element provided a
definition along with interactivities. So as the principles of design section
which was comprised of contrast, balance, repetition, emphasis, variety,
concentration and anomaly, provided a description and interactivity for
each principle. (See page 22)
2. User Experience Schematic Diagram
After I had got the information architecture flowchart, I developed it to
User Experience Schematic Diagram which maps out the navigation
routes that users could take throughout the entire project. (See page 23)
3. Building a Prototype
A prototype is a simple mock screen layout. It creates the initial structure
with the required simple programming and without the content. Using
Macromedia Director, I developed it from User Experience Schematic
Diagram in order to help illustrate the narrative path and show all the
possible buttons and controls on the entire project. (See page 24)
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BUILDING A PROTOTYPE
Volume
Control
Elements of Design
Principles of Design
Play Intro Help Credit Quit
Main Page
Elements of Design description description description
description description description
Conceptual Element
Point
Line
Plane
Volume
Visual Element
Shape
size
Color
Texture
Volume
Control
Principles
of Design
An interactivity
and a description
Home Help Credit | Quit
Elements of Design
Principles of Design description description description
description description description
Contrast
Balance
Repetition
Emphasis
Variety
Concentration
Anomaly
An interactivity
and a description
Volume
Control
Elements
of Design Home Help Credit Quit
Principles of Design
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4. Designing Interfaces
I divided the interfaces design process into 3 steps:
Visual Theme and Style
My thesis aims to be an entertainment learning application. The word
"Fun"
raised up in my head when I started to think about the visual theme
and style of this project. I wanted it to be enjoyable and exciting not only
for the people in design area, but also for everyone and all ages.
Therefore, the word "Fun for all Ages" should suitably define the theme.
The brainstorming process continued until I got the idea about Cartoon.
When we think about Cartoon, we always think about fun, enjoyment and
liveliness. Also, it is a thing that all ages can have fun with. Consequently,
Cartoon which provides fun for all ages is a visual theme for my thesis.
Sketching Characters and Elements
I tried sketching many cartoon characters that played a role as buttons.
Finally, I came up with Cat, represented Elements of Design button, and
Dog, represented Principles of Design button. I continued sketching other
possible buttons and control elements that could be the same theme as
the Cat and Dog characters.
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Designing a system of screen layouts
After I had all the needed characters and elements, I combined them all
and constructed a system of visual and structural elements that form the
basis for a family of screen layouts.
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PRODUCTIONAL PROCEDURE
Starting from Macromedia Director, I created three different dir files: Main
page, Elements of Design and Principles of Design. These three files are
linked to one another as a relation shown on Information Architecture
Flowchart.
MAIN PAGE
Since I thought Main Page should be able to draw attention to the
audience, I came up with a fun idea that I could put the Car & Dog into
a village which is panable and interactive. I started drawing the panorama
image of a village by using Adobe Illustrator, then I exported it to swf file.
In Macromedia Flash, I created a bunch of hotspots such as windows,
cloud, umbrella, etc., and saved them as swf image files. Also, I animated
them and saved the files as swf files. In Macromedia Director, I imported
the panorama image and all those hotspots, and applied the behavior
script onto hotspots so that when users rollovered them, they changed
to the animated swf files.
when rollover
In order to control the image to be panable, I created the left and right
arrows, and applied behavior scripts onto them.
For the Cat and Dog buttons that lead users to Elements of Design and
Principles of Design sections,! drew the cat and dog in Adobe Illustrator
and exported them as swf files. I animate them with Macromedia Flash.
Elements of Design I Principles of Design
^# r &
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ELEMENTS OF DESIGN SECTION
I started this section by drawing the background and all buttons elements
in Adobe Illustrator. They were saved into subfiles. I imported buttons in
to Macromedia Flash and animated them
For the interactivity of point, line, plane, etc., they were mainly created in
Macromedia Flash by applying action scripts onto the objects. Whenever
users rollover those objects, they will play the animated movie clips that
describe the meaning of that elements.
POINT
LINE
PLANE
VOLUME
For these four interactivities which are the
first meaning of point, line, plane and
volume, I created them all in Macromedia
Director. The process was using the
built-in library command applying onto
sprites. I used Sprite Track Mouse
command to control the first sprite, so
that it moved corresponding to the path of
a mouse. The other sprites were applied by
Follow Sprite command, which controls
their movement according to the path of
the front sprite.
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PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN SECTION
The method of this section are pretty much the same as Elements of
Design section. I drew the background and all buttons elementAdobe
Illustrator. The rollover buttons were animated in Macromedia Flash and
saved as swf files.
MbaUikiJl SMgBSai
i in .??.
For the interactivity part, I mainly
used Macromedia Flash to both
draw and animate the object.
I started from creating an object,
for example, a rectangle. I
animated that rectangle and
stored it as a movie clip. Then, I
applied the action script onto the
rectangle saying that if the
mouse was over, it would detect
the action script and play the
animated movie clip. After all,
when the interactivities were
completed, they were saved as
swf files format, and were
imported into Macromedia
Director.
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THE SUMMARY OF SOFTWARE USAGE
ILLUSTRATION/GRAPHICS
Adobe Illustrator 9.0
Adobe Photoshop 5.5
Macromedia Freehand 9.0
ANIMATION/ INTERACTIVE DESIGN
Macromedia Director 8.0
Macromedia Flash 4.0
AUDIO
Macromedia SoundEdit 16
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RESULTS
As I have studied in the field of design for 7 years, this is the most
challenging project of all that combines the knowledge in basic design
principles and software usage together. Interpreting messages in design
language through the technological arts media was the difficult task I had
to handle. Finally, my thesis was perfectly accomplished as my intention
and goals. Nevertheless, there were several points that I could not go in
detail since there was a limitation of time. However, I have done the best
of my endeavor. The wonderful feedback from people as well as lots of
compliments are the best reward that will encourage me to pursue my
dream of being a great designer.
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CONCLUSION
All the way from the beginning through the end, I dedicated all my effort,
potential and knowledge in both traditional and technology arts in order
to accomplish my thesis as goals. I happened to confront a lot of
unexpectable problems that interfered the progression. They so much
interfered with my efforts in both physical and mental ways. I had to admit
there were a lot of moments that I exhaustedly wanted to give it up.
However, it was just a fragment of thought, but, of course, I would not
let it happen since I came this far. Many things are the lessons that I
could not gain from classes. It was the best period of time I had learned
about myself as well as experienced utilizing all the knowledge I have
been educated in the field of Computer Graphics Design.
In conclusion, I believe I have accomplished all tasks of translating the
messages on design language through mouse interaction, and it would be
a valuable multimedia piece for everyone.
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